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approximately three million square miles or about the same
as that of the United States or Canada
The surface falls into three well defined areas (i) the
Western Plateau composed for the most part of immensely
old rocks and extending over nearly half the total area of
the continent (n) the Eastern Highlands the remains of a
great upward warping of the crust broken by much block
faulting and now planed down and levelled by erosion and
(m) an intermediate lowland area the surface of which is
composed largely of the sediments resulting from this erosion
and deposited in an ancient sea bed Something more should
be said about each of these divisions before the climate of
the continent is discussed
1   The Western Plateau
This great area standing at an average height of a little
less than a thousand feet above sea level is composed of some
of the most ancient rocks in the world It is as it were an
old hard anvil against which the surrounding parts of the
crust have been crushed and contorted As a result of the
extreme drvness of the climate over most of the plateau wind
erosion m particular has been very active and the loose
soil has filled up the depressions and levelled the surface of
the country The area is rather like a huge flattened lemon
squeezer with a very low nm and central bump and so most
of the drainage is inland although the scanty rainfall and
high evaporation is against the formation of rivers The
plateau is fringed on the coastwise edges by a narrow plain
formed by the alluvium earned down by the rivers draining
the seaward slope or as m the north west by the loess blown
seaward by the prevailing winds Even the coastal nvers
however are unimpressive since m the dry season they
become mere chains of water holes or even dry channels for
months at a time.

